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The tradition of awards was kept alive at the ACC Christmas
Dinner in December. In addition to the usual ‘awards’ (and
the usual recipients!), there were also some awards for
achievements. Jackie Newman impressed us with a preprepared ‘acceptance speech’ in the form of a poem. Bob
Lee picked up two awards, whilst Alex Sharp and Jon Erwood
received climbing related awards.
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Slide Show
The evening in February was well attended. As well as
pictures of mountainous areas, sheep were a recurring
theme to the evening! Jackie recounted the first few days of
her ill-fated GR5 attempt. Fiona covered a number of trips
and as many pictures of sheep. Richard Lodge covered a
number of meets, and Paul Nurse’s slides featured a crag at
Dovestones.
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For prospective members the best nights to come along,
are the Mondays prior to meets, when there will be a good
turn-out.
Contents:
The Arles Way Camino - Richard Winter (p2)
Mother Hen's Ramblings - Jenny Walker (p3)
Different Ways to familiar summits - Bill Russell (p4)
Walking in Gran Canaria - Mike & Lyn (p5)
Spanish Spring Greens - Sally Woodbridge (p6)
Desert Island Climbs – Bill Russell (p8)
Trip reports (p9 & p11)
Committee News (p10),
odds n' ends (p12)
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Beeches Farm,
Wye Valley
Camping

th

October 14

The Broad Leys Pub –
meet up with club
members
and
prospective members
from
8:30pm
on
Mondays. What better
way to round off the
evening after a workout at Green Park!

Eskdale Centre,
Lake District

George Starkey
Hut, Paterdale,
Lake District

Homestead
Bunkhouse,
Bamford, Peak
District

If you didn’t get your T shirt of 2014
meets, and would like one, please
contact Bob. If there is sufficient
demand, there will be a second
‘print run’, including ladies T shirts,
hoodies, etc as reqd. .

Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council
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The Arles Way Camino

Richard Winter

Some years before I was due to retire I had a conversation
with my wife along the lines of doing something active to
separate my working life from my retired life when the time
came to stop working. She agreed that this was a good idea
until she realised that I was thinking of disappearing for three
months to walk the Way of Saint James from Le Puy in France
to Santiago de Compostela in Spain. Eventually we agreed
that it could be done in stages over a number of years. I
made some early enquiries and the general advice was to
choose one of the other pilgrim routes or Caminos as the
route from Le Puy was getting very crowded. Eventually I
settled on the Arles Way which starts from Arles and is part
of the ancient Via Tolosana that starts in Rome. I then
shelved the idea and waited to retire.
Scroll forward to 2013 when I was booked to go with the
ABMSAC trip to Morocco but had to endure further knee
surgery following which I knew that Morocco was a non‐
starter so I cancelled my place and wondered what to do
instead. At which point my wife said “what about that
pilgrimage idea of yours?” And that’s how it happened.
In mid‐September I had a couple of weeks that I could use
between two Bath Rugby home matches (I had just splashed
out on a season ticket and wanted to get full value from it)
and sat down to plan my rail journey to Arles. Frustration
soon mounted as the price kept going up and none of the
trains actually linked up as I wished. In the end I saved myself
a load of money and booked a flight to Marseilles from where
I could take a train to Arles quite easily.

These four ladies and I kept bumping into each other for the
next three days (see top picture), they were from Brittany
and had pre‐booked all their accommodation for the next
three weeks, a real commitment. I’ve never met anyone
quite like these four, as they walked they pillaged the
countryside like marauding Goths. At any time one of them
was carrying a plastic shopping bag into which they would
put whatever they could pick as they went along; apples,
pears, apricots, grapes, melons, aubergines etc., anything
was game to them. I introduced them to the English word
‘Scrumping’ which they liked.
The first few days took me though agricultural land, orchards
and the unattractive outskirts of towns and villages. I found
that I was walking much more on roads than I had realised
and in the very hot conditions I ended up with a massive
blister on my left foot which left me hardly able to walk.
Finally I felt that an unplanned break was called for and I took
a tram into Montpellier and stayed there for the weekend,
resting.
Montpellier turned out to be a real treat, I had not visited
before and just loved it as it is small enough to limp round,
has interesting things to do and see and is full of really, really
good restaurants. Oh what a good weekend that was!
I left Montpellier early on the Monday morning and once I
was clear of the suburbs the really enjoyable walking began
and I was soon climbing up on to the Garrigue, the scrub
covered plateau with all the strong scented herbs; this is
what I had come for.

I arrived in Arles on a beautiful sunny and hot Monday
lunchtime and made my way to the backpacker hostel I had
booked for my first night; then walked to the official start of
the Arles Way in les Alyscamps
and got my Pilgrim Passport
stamped and explored my way
out of town for the morning. An
excellent dinner followed by an
early night got me ready for the
off.
The Start plaque ‐>>
I’m not going to go through the details of every day’s walking,
particularly as the first three days are, frankly, a bit boring.
More interesting are the places I stayed and the people I
encountered. I had not booked ahead because I was not sure
how far I would get. The first night I stayed at a pilgrim gite at
Saint‐Gilles‐du‐Gard which was comfortable and cheap and
where I first met “The Four French Ladies”.

Because of my delay over the weekend I was never going to
reach Lodeve that had been my target but I would terminate
at St Guillem‐Le‐Desert a very famous pilgrim centre at the
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foot of the mountains of the Haute Languedoc and which
proved to be a beautiful and interesting place to stop.

pilgrim, to me it was an interesting walk with very good
dinners.

Before I left my daughter asked me what I hoped to get from
this journey and I said that I really wanted to meet and talk to
people along the way. This is exactly what happened; I met
people on the same Camino; I met people in restaurants and
gites and if I ever got lost someone would appear and put me
back on my way and would chat about what I was doing. I do
have to admit that as pilgrims go I’m really not a good

The next stage will hopefully take me from St Guillem across
the mountains to Castres; this will be challenging as it much
more rugged country and will need just a little bit more than
two weeks. Hopefully I will be back on my Camino this
autumn.
This article also appears in 2014 Journal of the Association of
British
Members
of
the
Swiss
Alpine
Club

MOTHER HEN’S RAMBLINGS

At a recent committee meeting Richard was saying how
hard it is to get members to contribute something for the
Newsletter and asked me to write an article. He suggested
maybe the ski trips he knew I enjoyed for so many years,
but anyone who sees me ski these days would not think me
fit to write on such a great and elegant sport.
No
comments please!
So I began thinking about the many wonderful bi‐annual
trekking and climbing trips I have been so privileged to go on
since my first in 1985 to Nepal, and subsequently to
Bhutan. If members are interested I’m happy to bore you
rigid in a future Newsletter.
However, my mind then wandered to how much
mountaineering and climbing has changed in the 44 years I
have been a member of the ACC.
In 1969 a happy
coincidence happened in finding the upholstery evening
class at Aylesbury College fully booked and one place still
vacant on the wall for a Rock Climbing course run by Pete
Walton, Chairman of ACC – as they say, the rest is history!
Sitting down to start writing about all the changes,
development, ups and downs of history of the Club and the
sport generally, my eye was caught by the still unread
Anniversary Issue of “Summit” magazine celebrating the 70
years of the BMC. I started idly glancing through the pages
and ended up reading cover to cover all the excellent
articles. Now there is nothing left for me to say! The rare
interviews with Jo Brown is an eye‐opener to the young of
today; “Under the Influence” caught my attention (of
course!) and is a potted history of Geoffrey Winthrop
Young, founder of the BMC, up to climbers of today.

Jenny Walker

Don Roscoe’s views on mountain training and whether
the adventure is still there is thought‐provoking to say the
least. On page 78 the impact of tourism in and around
the mountains is discussed by Carey Davies, who wonders
what our countryside will be like in another 70 years’
time, a subject very close to my heart having witnessed
the despoliation of the Himalayas and my fears for changes in
planning laws in the UK.

Do read the BMC ambassadors’ views in the “Chrystal Ball”
feature, and the one about Carlos Soria, the 75 year old
Spanish mountaineer, still training to try to complete the last
three 8,000m peaks he has yet to summit. One more thing
that concerns me, as you all know, covers the subject of
whether clubs still have a role to play in the fast moving digital
age – let me know your views on dinosaur.com.
So if your copy of “Summit” is still sitting in the pile of “I’ll
read that later” I urge you to dig it out and I hope you enjoy
its
interesting,
thought‐provoking
contents as much
as I have.
One last thing –
when are you going
to send Richard
your article for the
next Newsletter?
Do read your copy of Summit, but please also read the rest
of this newsletter! Ed.
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Different ways to familiar summits
The man and the dog were quite surprised when I joined
them. They were sat beside the trig point, the man
eating his sandwiches. The dog sat watching him eat. In
front of them was the plateau and the well‐worn path
that they had just walked along. It was on that path that
virtually anyone who climbs Lochnagar arrives at the
summit. It is a well‐worn path.

Bill Russell
of Lochnagar. Easy walking on the broad rolling ridge
lead in a couple of miles to Meal Coire na Saobhaidhe,
no small hill at 974m but dwarfed by the bulk of
Lochnagar.

So what was I doing coming from the other direction? I
have climbed dark Lochnagar too many times to count;
winter summer, walking & climbing, alone and with
friends.
I try to climb this wonderful hill every year and last
summer I decided I had to find a new way to the
summit. So I got out the map and did a bit of research.
One route stood out and the first section was familiar
which helped the decision making process.
The route starts at the car park at Keiloch and crosses
the Dee by the fabulous Brig O’Dee before winding
through the Ballochbuie Forest by the forestry tracks to
the second bridge over the burn. It is always a pleasure
walking through the old forest.
You leave the track and cross the burn by a wooden
bridge and walk on the small path through the forest
and heather across the lower slopes of Cnapan
Nathraichean until you are under its north ridge.

Others had been this way before as there was a slight
path. Looking across to Lochnagar it was hard to see if
there was path up from the col but I guessed that it
would appear and sure enough it did once I dropped
own to the col. There was a line of footsteps up and
across the steep grass that led to the final ridge up to
the summit.
I had seen no‐one else on the approach to the summit
and it was inevitable that there would be someone on
the summit when I reached it from the ‘wrong’
direction.
After a brief chat to the man and his dog I set off to the
west, easily across the grassy plateau, in a great semi‐
circle, above Loch nan Eun and the Stuic before
dropping back down to the forest and the car.

Soon after you leave the forest a path leads up through
a gate in the deer fence and then it just stops. You find
yourself looking at deep heather, boulders and a steep
slope! Hmmmm… I think there must be a better way up
onto Cnapaan Nathraichean and I am sure there is!
However I decided to fight my way through the heather
up to the ridge I could see above me.
After lots of swearing and struggling through the
heather I got onto grassy easier ground and was soon on
slopes leading to the summit. Here I could see the
ridgeline continuing south east towards the north slopes

Newsletter Survey
Thank you to those who completed the on-line survey in the last newsletter. The results were not surprising: not
many people complete surveys, and it is not easy reading the newsletter on a smartphone! Congratulations to Paul
Day who was the only person to both complete the survey and provide their name. Paul, £5 is on its way to you.
At the AGM, a 'show of hands' survey showed that more than 50% of members print out the newsletter, and
about half read it on a computer screen. So for now, the format of newspaper style columns will remain generally
unchanged.
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A 2000 m high central ridge divides the island. The North is prone to moisture
carrying winds off the Atlantic and can be cold and damp. The South is kept dry by
the Cumbre (the highlands) though cloud often cascades over the ridge.

The Cumbre is largely covered in
pine forest which is scattered with
dramatic volcanic plugs. This is the
Bishop and Roque Nublo. Roque
Nublo has been bolted. The easiest
(two pitch) route is 6b+. Spot the
climbers abbing down the top
pitch.
The island is crisscrossed with
Many
are
walking
routes.
waymarked. Some of the lower
level connections follow local
access tracks.

Long barrancos run from the centre to the
coast. There are some fine walks on the
ridges between them akin to Munros in
terms of grade and ascent. Because it is
hot and sunny it can be easy to forget that
weather conditions are prone to rapid
change. Sometimes winds can be
surprisingly fierce.

The landscape can be
quite rugged and
leaving the path is
usually not an option.
Fortunately, route
finding is rarely a
problem. A single well
defined footpath
follows this ridge,
disappearing behind
the plug to the right.

There are many good low level walks
along the barranco floors with
a different character to the ridges.
Wild flowers are abundant in spring.
For the size of the island the scale
of the landscape
can
surprise.
This
is
Roque Bentayga with
Tenerife floating in the distance.
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Spanish Spring Greens

Sally Woodbridge

Spring was springing big time in northern
Spain, also known as green Spain. Flowers,
shoots, birds and baby animals were popping
up and out at a crazy speed. Petra and Rob
Brown had invited me out to their house in
the ancient village of Soto de Agues in the
Asturias region, just to the west of the Picos
de Europa, to help develop some walking
holidays based there and it seemed that this
incredible environment was going all out to
impress me. And it did.

The spring flowers were fantastic with lemony
clumps of primroses, purple stars of Hepatica,
pale drooping daffodils, endemic to the area,
and rare dogs-tooth lilies.

Nearly 45% of the Redes Natural Park is
mature beech, oak, birch or chestnut
woodland and more than 40% has a gradient
of more than 50%.
You look down the Nalon valley from Soto
onto tree smothered slopes and narrow
sinuous valleys, punctuated by pale limestone
cliffs. The serrated ridges and tops reach up to
around 2,000m, and even at 1,200m they are
wooded. Scrambling along a mossy, jagged
limestone ridge in beech woodland, taking
care not to lose a leg down an eroded leaffilled channel, was a new experience for me.

We saw a circling group of vultures one day,
as well as a chamois and the local creamy
coated cattle. I admit I was relieved not to see
any of the wolves or brown bears that live
here, but I think I could have coped with a
view of some capercaillie, but they didn’t
oblige. The park has different zones, some of
which can only be officially accessed for
scientific research, which is where I think the
most exciting wildlife hangs out undisturbed
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by nosy walkers like me. Spring and Autumn
are great times to go walking in the Cordillera
Cantabrica. Apart from the obvious and easy
tourist trails, such as the Ruta del Alba which
runs up the gorge from Soto, the paths are
more trodden by sheep and cattle than
humans and, in the lushness of summer,
become very hard to follow. Also in Spring the
trees are budding, but not yet obscuring your
views through the valleys, and in Autumn the
leaf colours set the landscape on fire.
The best walk we did that week was definitely
the Crespon ridge which forms a western
barrier above Soto.
It was obvious from the moment we stepped
off the trail to the small collection of farm

buildings that very few people came this way,
apart from a few very ancient looking red
paint splodges, we were on animal tracks or
following our noses. A steep pull up to a
grassy and sometimes wooded limestone
ridge opened up views across to a hazy sea,
the snow-capped Picos and peak after peak
surrounding us. Just perfect.
Footnote: Have you ever wondered how cross
country skiers train when there isn’t any
snow? It’s called Nordic walking, using poles
you get the same upper body workout that
you get with the skiing, in addition your legs
have to put a bit of effort in too. I’ve just
qualified as a Nordic Walking instructor with
Nordic Walking UK www.nordicwalking.co.uk
and Petra and I will be running a Nordic
Walking long weekend from Soto de Agues
12th – 15th September 2014. If anyone would
like more details, please contact Sally
Woodbridge
077918
57348
or
swoodbridge@talk21.com. Alternatively if
you’d just like to have a holiday in Rob and
Petra’s house (club members only please)
have
a
look
at
their
website
http://www.casaxerragua.eu
and contact
Petra at: petrabrown@hotmail.co.uk

Green Park ‐ Exclusive use on Monday nights.
th

Green Park started on Monday April 7 . However, be
aware that the following Monday (14th is our AGM) and
st
then the 21 Easter, so the next date we get to use it is
th
28
Green Park has changed hands and is now being run by the
Adventure Learning Foundation. There doesn't as yet
seem to be any issue with our continued use of the wall,
but I suspect, as it the way of then world, they will be
looking how much use it gets and how much income it
produces. So, I would suggest that it might be a case of
‘use it or lose’ it. I’m aware of the attractions of the indoor
walls, but I for one would much rather be outside. It has
been a very valuable resource to the club and one I think
we would want to continue to use for a long time
We have the wall, 7.00 to 10.00 PM every Monday (except
bank holidays), then off to the pub afterwards.

Bob Lee
Should the key not be at reception, just call the caretaker
on 07710 701 599
If there is a committee member there, they will collect the
money, £6.00 per head (£4 for juniors). If not then can
someone else please collect the money and make sure it
gets to me or Pete Anderson. In any case, please let me
and Pete know how many people there were and what was
collected.

The usual friendly reminder: that for insurance purposes all
users of the wall require BMC insurance. The easiest way
to ensure this is for all users to be ACC members, or juniors
to be BMC members through the club. For anyone that
hasn’t rejoined the club and wishes to use the wall, they
can join on the night.

If you haven’t been to the wall before, best leave it till
7.15‐7.30 the first time to make sure that someone else is
there and has picked up the key, after that we can show
you where to get the key from should you be first on
another occasion.
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Desert Islands Climbs

Bill Russell’s
Russell’s Choice

I did a version of this for the
newsletter many years ago (I
still have the original). So here
is a new selection of climbs from
a different era. The original
climbs were all done before I
became a member of the club.
This list is drawn from the last
30 years and includes climbs
across the world.
Central Buttress (Diff, S), Coire Mhic Fhearchair, Beinn
Eighe.
Remote Corrie, wonderful scenery, Big cliffs, great
company – this climb has it all. This route finds its way up
the central buttress of the three at the head of the corrie.
The lower sandstone tier is harder than it looks and we
resorted to the easiest route up as it was rather damp.
The upper quartzite cliff is full of flat holds and follows the
edge of the crest overlooking a fearsome gully. Climbed
with Steve Newman and Peter Collins.
Squareface (VD), The Garbh Coire, Beinn A’Bhuird.
Another remote climb, high up, finishing on the plateau.
Climbed after a bivvy on the corrie floor below. A
wonderful route climbed with Claire Guy in perfect
weather. This was a route we had both wanted to do for a
long time and it was just an amazing couple of days. Three
pitches of lovely climbing in great company. Thanks Claire.
Eagle Ridge (S), Lochnagar.
I have climbed this route three times, which I guess tells its
own story. Another Scottish climb but not so remote this
time. The first time was with Sandy Ogilvie and his son
Jamie. It’s a soaring ridge line that can be damp and has
its share of loose rock but is still a great route at the grade.
As with most big Scottish mountain crags it is covered in
snow much of the year and even in July you expect to do a
50m snow pitch to reach the foot of the route.
Tower Ridge, Observatory Ridge and NE Buttress (all
Diff), Ben Nevis.

Cioch West (S), Arrow Route (VD), Sron na Ciche, Cuillin,
Skye.
What can you say about climbing on Sron na Ciche. It is
immense. Thanks Diccon for taking me up this amazing
cliff. Arrow Route has been high on my tick list and finally I
got to do it last year. Bold slab climbing is just my thing. I
wanted it to go for ever.
Avalanche, Red Wall & Longlands continuation. (VD),
Lliwedd.
Not a Scottish climb for a change. Another big multi-pitch
climb. Never too hard, never too easy. Finished with a trip
to the summit and descent over Crib Coch. Route finding is
fairly important as Lliwedd is a big cliff with many similar
features. I enjoy these big mountaineering routes. I did
this with John Ingold on the dinner meet and met Colin
Lennox and a friend who followed us up the route. Always
fun to meet old friends and even better to share a great
route. We got back before dark too.
Great North Road, (HVS), Millstone Edge.
A perfect gritstone climb if only I could lead it! Steve
Newman led this and it is everything you want from
gritstone climbing. Best climbed by bridging but I ended up
trying to layback the crux. Just magnificent.
Midi-Plan traverse (PD), Aiguille Du Midi .
I have not done much in the Alps but this was a great day
out with Sandy Ogilvie and Jamie. Good weather and an
expert leader in Sandy resulted in a long but safe day. The
descent down the Envers Glacier went on for ever, and
involved jumping big crevasses and then we missed the
last train down.
East Face Direct 5.6 (MVS) (?). First Flat Iron, Boulder,
Colorado. USA.
Another classic day out with Peter Collins. 1000ft of great
climbing on slabby sandstone, great company, great views
across the prairie and an eagle to greet us on the summit.
The situation is amazing. Thanks, Peter, for some
wonderful days in the hills.

I am cheating here, lumping all three great ridges together.
There is just so much rock climbing in this great corrie. But
you just have to start with these three. I climbed all three
with Peter Collins and each one is different. On long routes
you can rush or take your time. There are always places to
stop and chat, enjoying the views of the Orion Face or the
increasing drop to the CIC hut below. Often you have the
route to yourself and that feeling of isolation is amazing.
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trip reports
18th – 20th October – Low Row,
Swale Dale, Yorkshire
Bob Lee, Pam Trill, Phil Parry,
Laurence Devaux, Stepehn Beasley,
Javier, Mel Gosliga, Maryke Gosliga,
Moira Borg Neal.
Saturday: All but Bob and Pam did a
good hike from the hut. A soft day
with weather deteriorating, they
made their way towards Gunnerside.
By the afternoon the weather
improved and by the time they
reached Muker, the sun was out.
However, they had to go past the pub
in order to find the only bridge over
the river! However, being
good travellers, located the pub later
where some partook of hot soup.
All were pleased to return to
the hut – especially Javier, who
was wearing boots one size too
small. Bob and Pam did a shorter
version of the walk going as far as
Gunnerside.
th
st
15 – 17 November 2013 Robertson
Lamb Hut, Lake District.
November – Diccon Proctor, Graham
Field, Val Lum, Jackie Newman, Alan
Wilkinson, James Youren, Laurence
Devaux, Rob Smith, Moira , Russell
Baker, Kay Luckman, Barry Wright,
Fiona Broadbent, Paul Nurse, Rob
Grieve, Mick Barnes, Nick Lovell,
Jackie Verinder, Sally Woodbridge, Jon
Erwood, Alex Sharp, Jenny TildenWalker, Paul Turton, Mel Gosliga,
Maryke Gosliga

Saturday: Jenny, Paul, Mel and
Maryke started the day with a
leisurely breakfast at the New
Dungeon Ghyll, headed up the valley
to Stake Pass, then on to
Langstrath Valley. The pub called
faintly, but it was too far away and
with daylight fading, they had to give
it a miss!.
Jenny and Maryke
returned by the ascent route. Paul
and Mel fitted in Pike o Stickle
and Harrison

Stickle before meeting up with the
ladies for a drink on the terrace at
Sticklebarn.

earned cup of tea in the newly
refurbished café.

Dawn and Rob went up Harrison
Stickle with Diccon. They went on to
Pike of Stickle, on to Stickle Pass and
towards Rossett Gill, but dropped off
the ridge down to the ODG.

Graham,
Russell
and
Diccon
scrabmbled up the East Ridge of Pen
yr Ole Wen and then along the
Carneddau Ridge. The weather was
quite claggy on the ridge and with a
breeze,
caused
“icy
eyebrow
syndrome”, however the skies cleared
exposing lovely views of snowy ridges
with hill fog rolling over it.

6th –8th December 2013 Bamford,
Peak District.
Jenny Walker, Moira Borg-Neal, Peter
Anderson, Debbie Anderson, Nick
Lovell, Chris Lovell, Bob Lee, Richard
Lodge, Jon Erwood, Max InghamJohnson, Alan Wilkinson, John Wilson,
Emma Wilson, Jackie Newman,
Raymond, Julian, Mel and Maryke
Gosliga, Paul Turton.
On Saturday, Alan and the Gosligas
took the train to Edale. They went up
to Hollins Cross and along the ridge to
Lose Hill. They managed a lunchstop
out of the wind. They went on to
Townhead, then via the Roman Road
to Win Hill, then a long descent to
Thornhill and finally back to Bamford.
th

11th –12 January 2014. Glan Dena,
Snowdonia.
Nick Haine, Sally Woodbridge, Peter
Anderson, Debbie Anderson, Nick
Lovell, Chris Lovell, Russell Baker,
Graham Field, Diccon Proctor, Bob
Lee, Richard Lodge, John Wilson,
Emma Wilson, Jon Erwood, Alan
Wilkinson,
Alison,
Jacquie
Verinder,
Martyn Jones, Jackie
Newman,
Mel
and Maryke
Gosliga, Paul Turton, Moira BorgNeal, Alex Sharp, Barry Wright, Kay
Luckman.
An overcast start to the day , but by
afternoon the sun was glistening off
the snow.
Nick and Sally made an uncharistically
early start and went up the North
Ridge of Tryfan, then on to Glyder
Fach, Glyder Fawr and Y Garn, then
down to Ogwen Cottage for a well-
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Nick, Chris, Debbie Pete, Barry, Kay
and Val did a walk from Capel.
Paul, Moira, Phil, Jackie, Alan, Alison,
Jon, Martyn and Mel had a fabulous
day on the Carneddau. Alan and
Alison (her first trip with the club),
opted for a more relaxed walk whilst
the rest of the group continued to the
ridge and were rewarded with
sunshine and
snow on Carnedd
Dyffwd.
On Sunday, Diccon, Russell and
Graham did a couple of scrambles on
Tryfan Bach. Val and Jenny walked up
the ridge behind Caseg Fraith then
headed round to Tryfan Bach to see
who the climbers were!
th

14th - 16 February 2014 Coniston,
Low House, Lake District.
Moira Borg-Neal, Cormac Borg-Neal,
Paul Turton. Jenny Walker, Raymond,
Mel and Maryke Gosliga, Richard
Lodge, Jon Erwood, Alex Sharp,
Graham Field, James Youren, Fiona
Broadbent, Jackie Newman, Paul
Nurse, Diccon Proctor, Alan Wilkinson,
A wet start to the day – Moira,
Cormac, Jenny, Paul, Mel, Maryke,
Raymond and Jon visited the Ruskin
Museum (which they recommend).
After a pub lunch, Paul and Jon did a
walk to Coppermines and beyond;
Raymond returned to the hut and the
rest did a circular walk around Tarn
Hows.

Meanwhile, Diccon, Paul, James and
Graham set a new club record for
summiting the same mountain,
Weatherlam, three times in one day.
[is this worthy of an award? Ed.] They
did two grade I winter gullies on Hen
crag, topping out on Weatherlam each
time.

Paul decided that twice was enough,
but the rest did a grade 2 scramble on

well content with the one route and
headed back to Coniston and may
have taken a detour to the Black Bull
(but that is pure well-founded
speculation).

Great Carrs returning over - you
guessed it – Weatherlam. A big day
but big smiles when they found that
Paul met them with a car as they got
down at 17:55. NB. This was 5 minutes
before it got dark so for once Diccon
did not finish at night.
On Sunday, Graham, James, Paul, and
Diccon went up Low Water Crag and
did a ‘made-up’ grade II winter route
zig-zagging across the face. They
topped out right on the summit of the
Old Man of Coniston and were
rewarded with great views. Looking
for more, Diccon and James traversed
back onto the face and did the finish
of Summit Route on somewhat
crumbly snow. Graham and Paul were

Moira, Cormac, Jenny and Maryke
walked form the hut to the Walna
Scar Car park (along a busy road), they
then followed the Walna Scar Road to
the Torver Hut where they had lunch
on a seat in front of the hut. They
returned via the Coppermines.
th

7th – 9 March 2014. Don Whillan's
Hut , Roaches
See the photomontage on page 11 in
lieu of a log book record.

committee news
12th November 2013
The committee had become aware that the membership
year had to be changed to match the BMC year to
ensure third party liability for ACC members. Pete
agreed to prepare a letter to members explaining the
need for the change. It was concluded to leave the
financial year end unchanged for 2013-14, but to change
the 2014 year to coincide with the membership year (i.e.
end of December 2014). The date for the 2014 AGM
was agreed. Jenny to book the Squash Club.
Richard and Val had attended a BMC Seminar at
Castleton.The workshop covered: use of social media,
insurance, care of climbing equipment, getting from
climbing walls to rock, mountain walking, and the
experiences of committee members of thriving clubs.
The accounts were reported to be healthy. A newsletter
had been issued in October.
Paul had booked 2014 meets. A volunteer to book 2015
meets was sought. Arrangements for the Christmas
Dinner and Feb Slide Evening were discussed.
Bob to confirm dates for Green Park for 2014.
14th January 2014
Regarding third party insurance, it was confirmed that
ACC to record who attends meets as guests and
provide this information to the BMC quarterly.
Paul has trialled use of a poll on Yahoo for booking on
meets. It was reported to have worked well for single
person bookings.

The calendars sold well. No loss to the club. Pete
reported that £145 had been sent to the Wasdale
Mountain Rescue
from money donated at the
Christmas Dinner.
The Membership renewal in December had gone
smoothly and Alex reported 61 members.
Jenny has booked the Seven Stars again for the
Christmas Dinner.
The use of Facebook and Yahoo and the website was
discussed. Richard to investigate the use of each and the
administration of each.
The Constitution has been amended to reflect the
changes in the membership year. Pete to arrange to
circulate this to members before the AGM.
The outline of hut bookings for the 2015 meets was
discussed. Bob offered to arrange T shirts printed with
meets details.
th

25

March 2014

Several members have expressed difficulty in using
Yahoo polls for booking meets. Richard to investigate
options on the new website.
Agreed to propose to the AGM to make a donation to
the Mountain Rescue.
Alex reported 64 members. Richard reported lack of
articles for the newsletter. [this has now been rectified –
thank you to all the authors. Ed.] June meet is at
Elmscott YHA, not camping. Details to be corrected.
Moira attended the meeting; having kindly made a start
on potential hut bookings for 2015. Hut options were
discussed.
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March Meet - Don Whillan’s Hut, The Roaches
Photos by Fiona Broadbent.
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Caption Competition
The caption completion has been an
occasional item in previous
newsletters , so let’s give it a go
again!
Looking for a good (or even any)
caption for this photo. Please send
suitable, printable, suggestions to
trandrews@gmail.com.

Recycling on Meets
Many of the huts that we visit not have refuse collections and
therefore we have to remove any rubbish generated during our
stay which over a weekend can amount to a considerable quantity.
It’s not, however, just about convenience and as a group of people
who have a common interest in the wild natural environment then
we should have a greater awareness of our environmental impact.
If a hut does not have dedicated recycling facilities then it would be
good if all club members would take responsibility for their own
recyclables. If you had room to bring it then you should have room
to take it home! This applies to glass bottles, steel and aluminium
cans, plastics and cardboard.
Thank You.

Various members of the club climb at local
climbing walls on weekday evenings. On
Thursdays a regular group can be found at
Oxford Brookes and club members are
also visiting Milton Keynes on Friday
evenings. If you are interested in joining us
then post a message on the Yahoo group
to find out who’s going where. On the last
Friday of every month we are also doing a
climb and curry evening at Milton Keynes.
Climbing at Big Rock from 7ish before
retiring to the Purple Mango at around 9.
Please contact Sally if you wish to join us.

Newsletter Contributions
All contributions for the newsletters are welcome, articles, or other
contributions what would interest members are welcome. Please
send any material to Richard at: trandrews@gmail.com
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors
and do not represent the views or ethos of the editor, the committee or the
Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.

Club Discounts

Committee
Members
Chairman
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Meets 2014
Meets 2015
Membership
Communications
Social

Paul Turton
Jenny Walker
Val Lum
Pete Anderson
Bob Lee
Paul Nurse
Moira Domican
Alex Sharp
Richard Andrews
Vacant

01844 238518
01296 713269
01844 345727
01844 260712
01296 651308
01869 369242
07887 750 500
0775 3686364
01494 526645

Cotswold
(Milton Keynes, Bicester,St Albans)
www.cotswoldoutdoor.co.uk
Use your club membership card for
15% discount. Please note new
discount code AF-ACC
The Outdoor Shop, Stony Stratford,
www.theoutdoorshop.com
Your club card entitles you to
approximately 20% off the SRP off
most items (excluding maps, books or
fuel).

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned events,
photos, discussions, daytrip arrangements and club visit Yahoo!
and Facebook and the NEW website [A big 'Thank You' to Nick
for getting the new website active].
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